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Abstract. Managing risks related to OSS adoption is a must for organizations
that need to smoothly integrate OSS-related practices in their development
processes. Adequate tool support may pave the road to effective risk
management and ensure the sustainability of such activity. In this paper, we
present the RISCOSS platform for managing risks in OSS adoption. RISCOSS
builds upon a highly configurable data model that allows customization to
several types of scopes. It implements two different working modes:
exploration, where the impact of decisions may be assessed before making
them; and continuous assessment, where risk variables (and their possible
consequences on business goals) are continuously monitored and reported to
decision-makers. The blackboard-oriented architecture of the platform defines
several interfaces for the identified techniques, allowing new techniques to be
plugged in.
Keywords: Open Source Projects, Open Source Software, OSS, Open Source
Adoption, Risk Management, Software Platform.
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Introduction

Risk management is a necessary and challenging task for organisations that adopt
open source software (OSS) in their products and in their software development process [1][2]. Risk management in OSS adoption can benefit from the huge amounts of
data that are publicly available about the adopted OSS components, as well as data
that describes the behavior of OSS communities. The complexity and heterogeneity of
the involved data sources, the need to integrate this data with contextual information
adfa, p. 1, 2011.
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related to the organisation and its ecosystem, and the convenience of combining different expertise involved in the assessment, call for adequate tools in support of all the
phases of risk assessment, from data gathering, to data statistical analysis, to the correlation of these data to the organisational strategic and business risks and assets.
In this paper, we present RISCOSS (www.riscoss.eu), a platform and related assessment methodology for managing risks in OSS adoption [3]. It defines several
interfaces to a portfolio of identified measurement and risk management techniques,
allowing new techniques to be plugged in if they implement these interfaces and follow well-documented protocols. RISCOSS builds upon a highly configurable data
model that allows customization to several types of scopes to support different risk
assessment perspectives. It implements two working modes: exploration, where the
impact of decisions may be assessed in advance; and continuous assessment, where
risk variables (and their consequences on business goals) are monitored, analysed and
reported. This allows RISCOSS to support a holistic decision making process inside
the adopter organisation.

2

Related Work

Several long-term projects, corporate programs and research initiatives have similar
aims than the approach supported by RISCOSS. In Table 1 we summarize the characteristics of the most related European projects that propose methodological approaches and tool support for measuring several aspects of OSS projects, mainly to evaluate
the quality of the OSS components and the communities behind them. In particular
we refer to the projects with objectives:
 FLOSSMetrics (www.flossmetrics.org): constructing, publishing and analysing a
large scale OSS database with metrics on OSS development;
 QualiPSO (qualipso.icmc.usp.br/OMM/): improving the quality & maturity of
OSS projects;
 QualOSS (www.libresoft.es/research/projects/qualoss): defining a method to
assess the robustness and evolvability of OSS projects;
 ALERT (www.alert-project.eu): improving the quality of the software acting on
the overall bug resolution process in OSS collaborative environments;
 OSSMETER (www.ossmeter.com): supporting the process of discovering, comparing, assessing and monitoring the health, quality, and activity of OSS;
 MARKOS (www.markosproject.eu): provides an integrated view on OSS projects,
focusing on software functional, structural and license aspects.
 SQO-OSS (www.sqo-oss.org): proposing methods and a supporting platform for
OSS code quality and community measurement and analysis.
 U-QASAR (www.uqasar.eu): providing a quality assurance methodology to assess
the quality of software development projects for Internet applications.
All these approaches and platforms focus on the gathering and analysis of OSS data
but they are not specifically oriented to inform about the risks derived from these data
nor to suggest possible mitigation strategies at the technical and business level.

Table 1: European projects focusing on OSS data analysis
Project

Techniques

Databases and analysis
techniques to produce
OSS project reports
Integration of data
QualiPSO
from OSS repositories
and statistical analysis
Checklist for data
QualOSS
retrieving and
statistical analysis
Integration of data from
ALERT
OSS repositories; statistical analysis and recommendation techniques
OSSMETER Integration of data
from OSS repositories
and statistical analysis
Integration of data
MARKOS
from OSS repositories;
license analysis
Integration of data
SQO-OSS
from OSS repositories
and data analysis
Data gathering on the
U-QASAR
progress and quality of
software development
FLOSS
Metrics

Knowledge Models

Tool support

Model of data to describe the
characteristics of the
different OSS projects
A software maturity model
with three levels for projects
categorization
A quality model including
characteristics, metrics and
indicators
Ontologies to support
extraction and integration of
different data sources

Tools to retrieve data from
OSS repositories and
produce statistics
A platform integrating tools
to analyse the source code
and the bug tracking systems
Tools to store checklist data
and perform analysis of data

Model for OSS forge description; models for the description of OSS quality attributes
Ontologies to support the
representation of concepts
related to code and licenses
Model for OSS quality based
on source code and OSS
community characteristics
Models describing software
quality and contexts

Components able to gather
data from OSS sources and
services for report visualization and recommendation
Execution of project metrics;
storage and analysis of the
data and metrics
Tools to perform code
analysis and license conflict
analysis
Integration of metrics;
analysis of the data through
an array of algorithms
Platform to obtain an objective value of the software
development process quality

Companies and other organizations may also implement similar programs in their
development cycles. For instance, we can refer to Codeface, an extensible platform
developed by Siemens (http://siemens.github.io/codeface) that aims at gathering data
from different OSS sources, to analyse them and to present them to the analyst in a
configurable dashboard to support decision-making. The Black Duck suite
(https://www.blackducksoftware.com) provides a set of tools for the automated governance and compliance of OSS across the application development lifecycle. From
the quality assessment point of view, we can mention the Software Quality Assurance
and Trustworthiness (SQuAT) programme at the OW2 consortium aimed at enhancing
the perceived reliability of near 50 mature projects in the OW2 code base
(http://www.ow2.org/view/About/SQuAT). Some approaches target specific aspects as
license assessment, e.g. Palamida (http://www.palamida.com), which provides tools to
verify if there is any intellectual property violation in a project adopting OSS; White
Source (http://www.whitesourcesoftware.com) provides a solution for companies that
need to manage their open source assets to ensure license compliance and reduce risk.
Several recent works face with mining and analysis of OSS projects mainly to assess or predict their quality. For example, in [4] the GHTorent project is presented
that had the purpose of collecting data related to different aspects of the quality of the
source code for all public projects available on Github. In the area of defect prediction
for quality improvement, Peters et al. [5] introduce guidelines to be used in the building of software quality predictors in case of scarcity of data while D’Ambros et al.
present a comparison between the different prediction approaches [6]. Zhang et al.

present in [7] a study for the specification of a universal defect predictor. Gamalielsson et al. [8] define the health of an open source ecosystem as an important decision
factor when considering the adoption of an OSS component. In [9] the trustworthiness
of OSS projects are predicted through the study of the Elementary Code Assessment.
RISCOSS can benefit from these studies since it can integrate such quality models
and techniques in the risk analysis platform. Adhering to the position defended by
Noll et al. [10], RISCOSS calls for human-based qualitative analysis as a necessary
component. Some authors define several risks that are associated with adopting an
OSS component: project health [11], economic loss and adverse effects on the business processes of the organizations [12], the lack of effective and timely OSS community support for dealing with possible integration problems [13]. Hauge et al. [14]
discuss several risks related to OSS adoption and identifies steps for reducing several
of these risks. RISCOSS has a holistic perspective that integrates all of these elements
in a platform to managing risks related to OSS adoption.

3

RISCOSS Main Functionalities

The main objective of the RISCOSS platform is that of facing the problem of managing risks in a holistic way, supporting the data gathering from the environment of the
adopting organisation and from the organisation itself, the analysis of this data for the
purpose of OSS risks identification and impact analysis, and the presentation of the
data for decision making [3]. Moreover, the RISCOSS platform is designed to support
two main operative modes. On the one side, it supports the analyst in performing an
explorative analysis and assessment of the OSS ecosystem (in terms of communities
and components), for example assessing the convenience of integrating an OSS component in the solution. On the other side, the platform implements a continuous assessment cycle that allows detecting the emerging risks related to OSS choices once,
for example, an OSS component has been integrated inside a project.
Based on these basic requirements, some functionalities are proposed which are
linked according to the workflow depicted in Fig. 1:
 Set up of the risk management platform. When an organization decides to adopt
RISCOSS, the platform gathers the needed information to set up a risk management plan (in particular, to determine the key risk indicators), in order to configure the platform infrastructure to the organizational needs. This functionality allows initialising all the knowledge base of RISCOSS having it tailored for the
particular organisational environment, including the representation of the business ecosystem where the organisation lives.
 Identification of the risk assessment level and perspective (Elicit scope). This use
case offers the possibility to define a new scope of risk management (see Section
4). Every time one such scope is modified (remarkably, when it is created, e.g. a
new project starts, a new OSS component is adopted), it is necessary to set up an
organisational view and risk management resources and functionalities for it.
 Risk assessment. At any moment, the user may require explicitly risk assessment
via situation inspection, what-if analysis by means of e.g. exploration of alterna-



tives, deeper analy
ysis of risk inddicators [15], etc. Risk asseessment may eeventually
end up
u with a chan
nge of scope in order to sup
pport a holisticc risk detectioon.
Reacction to some key risk indiccator violation
n. As projectss evolve and eevents occur, key
k risk indiccators may be violated. RIS
SCOSS monito
ors these violaations and
alertss are triggered
d when this haappens. Then, risk analysis is performed tto analyse
and eventually
e
sollve these situaations. Some of
o the events will be capturred by the
platfform itself by measuring keey risk indicaators (e.g., a community
c
m
may be detected to be inactive), some othhers must be communicated
c
d explicitly byy decision
r
certiffication or
makeers, experts orr analysts (e.gg., some deveeloper gets a relevant
trainiing). Anyhow
w, this functionnality allows for
f the evolutiion of the knoowledge of
the platform
p
follow
wing the channges in the org
ganisation and the related eccosystem.

Fig. 1. Workfflow for RISCO
OSS use cases.
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R
RISCOSS
Sccopes

We definne scope as any
a unit of annalysis that caan be put und
der RISCOSSS’ control.
Some orgganizations maay want to moonitor the full business; som
me others mayy just want
to assess the risks related to the adooption of a paarticular OSS component. Inn the long
term, ourr platform sho
ould be able too cover this en
ntire spectrum
m. The conceppt of scope
is imporrtant to struccture the knnowledge (and associated actions) maanaged in
RISCOSS
S. If we referr to risks, eveery scope may
y have its diffferent set of risks, e.g.
coming from
f
the adop
ption of some OSS strategy
y at several levels/scopes. FFor example, we can
c have risks as: losing cuurrent market position at the level of the organization; not delivering so
ome release inn time at the level
l
of the product; involvving more
resourcess than expecteed at the levell of the processs; exceeding the allocatedd budget at
the level of the project; incorrect sellection at the level
l
of the OS
SS componennt.
Fig. 2 shows a geneeral view of thhe concept off scope, its rellationships and
nd its reifications, which
w
are currently five (i..e., we have five
f
types of predefined
p
scoopes). Organizatioonal unit, that wants to sup ervise a comp
plete portfolio
o; in a typicall organisaunit can be sseen as a depaartment. Produ
tion, an organisational
o
uct, a commerrcial good
commerccialized by thee company; itt does not neccessarily have to be a softw
ware product, but of
o course needs to have soome software part that is partially
p
or tottally open
source. Process
P
(servicce) such as, pproduct manuffacturing or product
p
deliveering. Project, for example,
e
addin
ng a new featture to the currrent release of a componennt, or making the necessary
n
step
ps to deploy a bespoke com
mponent in an
a OSS comm
munity. An
OSS compponent that iss the finest-grrained case, an
nd an organization may be interested
just in moonitoring som
me adopted OS
SS component, belonging to
o a communityy.

Fig. 2. Geneeral RISCOSS scope
s
model.

Fig. 3. An instantiaation of the RISCOSS scope model.
m

The classs diagram show
ws how scopees are highly configurable,
c
because: 1) thhe specialization iss “incomplete”, so that new
w types of sccope may be added; 2) thee reflexive
associatioon allows to build
b
arbitraryy hierarchies of
o scopes, so th
hat in one orgganization,
a project may include products,
p
whillst in other a product
p
may in
nclude projectts.
In Fig. 3, we show an instantiatioon of the scop
pe structure in
n which the Re
Research &
Developm
ment Unit of a Research insstitution has an
a OSS busineess strategy inn place for
the produuction of reseaarch prototypees and pre-com
mpetitive prod
ducts to be tessted on the
field. The organization
n is focusingg on two prod
ducts: “Ambient Aware A
Assistance”
(AAA), an
a environmeental monitoriing platform, and “AAA for
f Social Reesidences”
(AAASR
R) that is a system for monittoring health conditions
c
of patients livingg in social
residencees. The organization is curreently running two projects in parallel forr AAASR,
“Producinng release 2” and “Fixing bbugs in releasse 1.6”. The products
p
are m
mixing different typpes of compo
onents, and foor OSS comp
ponents it ado
opts “XWiki C
CMS”, an
OSS webb content manaagement systeem developed
d by the “XWiki communityy”, and “R
stat”, a complex statistical package,, deployed by
y “R commun
nity”. This seccond component is used only in the release 2. The Research
h institution would
w
also likke to affect
“R comm
munity” releasing new statisstical procedu
ures to the com
mmunity. Morreover, the
organisattion wants to restrict the sccope of analysis of projects’ componentts to those
that are part
p of some co
ommercializedd product, i.e.. if an OSS co
omponent is juust used as
part of thhe project man
nagement (e.gg., a version control
c
management tool) thhe organization is not
n interested in it.
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Tool Architecture

The section introduces the basic RISCOSS platform architecture (see Fig. 4). The
central element is a content management tool, XWiki, which is the unifying element
of the platform and covers three basic responsibilities: (i) Offering an interface to the
user for dialoguing with the RISCOSS platform: as such, XWiki offers and organizes
the required forms and dashboards, maintains documents, and supports, as a wiki tool,
collaborative work as needed. (ii) Integrating other tools that perform functionalities
required by the platform: XWiki is the umbrella that coordinates these tools, gathering
the results of their computation to feed internal data structures, accessible from the
tools in a blackboard architecture fashion, and allowing other tools to initialise their
calculations. (iii) Accessing the reusable knowledge of the platform, namely the model patterns, data, form templates created by experts. The platform defines families of
tools that are integrated into XWiki by means of well-established interfaces:
 Questionnaire tool. The tool gathers from decision-maker and experts of a given
organisation the information related to the characteristics of the organisation and
the initial scopes.
 Goal and risk modelling tools. The questionnaires are used, among other things,
to create models that represent the ecosystem of the organization, with organizational goals stated using i* [16], and risks models bound to them considering
risks that are related to software quality, community behaviour or OSS licenses.
This allows making explicit the consequences of risks in the OSS ecosystem.
 Risk reasoning engines. In particular:
- Logical reasoning tools. These tools perform model analysis and reasoning in
order to allow for risk identification and management. The reasoning tool currently implements model label propagation [17] techniques and disjunctive logic algorithms [18] in order to identify and mitigate the risks that can occur
given specified environmental situations
- Statistical reasoning tools. RISCOSS relies, among others, on the implementation of Bayesian Network based components that are used to reason about the
correlation between the measures obtained by the analysis of the OSS communities and the strategic and business risks of the OSS adopters. These tools rely
on a strong interaction with experts and analysts to allow for an assessment
and revision of the correlations between the identified measures and the strategic and business risks.
 Measuring and monitoring framework composed of several Risk Data Collectors.
These tools measure risk indicators and feed XWiki with the obtained values, and
also monitor, detect and communicate anomalous situations from the risk management point of view. To do so, this framework needs to: 1) obtain data from the
selected data sources (such as license or code quality analysis tools or blogs, forums and mailing lists of the communities); 2) implement basic statistical analysis, for example to compute statistical distributions of data [19], analysis of OSS
communities structure and behaviour [20],
 OSS Risk Dashboard. This element collects the output of the risk assessment
process to visualise it in a single view summarising the main aspects and giving

the possibility
p
to enter
e
in the deetails of the single informaation. Here wee envisage
meanns to show thee risk exposurre of the organ
nisation with respect
r
to, forr example,
the adoption
a
of a particular OS
SS componen
nt, or the resu
ult of a what-ifif analysis
proceess.

Fig. 4. RISC
COSS platform logical view.

In additioon to these to
ools we can ennvision some other types to
t be added laater in the
platform, for instance, estimation coost tools to bin
nd risks to projject cost estim
mation.
It is worth
w
to mentio
on that XWikii manages a reepository of reeusable know
wledge (the
platform knowledge baase). In this reepository, we store the artiffacts that can be reused
for futuree and continuo
ous assessmennt, such as pattterns for goal and risk mode
dels.
Fig. 5 shows a com
mponent-orientted view that highlights the main type oof components present in the RISCOSS platfoorm and how they
t
are intercconnected.
The RISCOSSPlatfo
R
orm-XWiki coomponent imp
plements the RISCOSSPlat
R
tform API
by using the APIs prov
vided by XWiiki. This comp
ponent providees all the busiiness logic
for operaating the RISC
COSS Platform
m on top of th
he XWiki Plaatform. It requuires some
tools impplementing thee Tool API inn order to perfform the actuaal analysis. In particular
these toools are the waay for extendiing the RISC
COSSPlatform with new caapabilities,
e.g. new risk analysis tools. A Tooll component, on the other hand,
h
providess the Tool
API interrface and requ
uires the ToollConfiguration
nProvider API interface. Thhis allows
the tool to
t ask, in a staandard way, cconfiguration parameters th
hat might be nneeded for
its initialiization. The RISCOSSPlat
R
tform-XWiki component
c
is responsible tto manage
the persistence and reetrieval of thi
his information
n. This will be managed using the
XWiki Pllatform that will
w store this information and
a will also provide a deddicated UI
for manippulating it. Th
he RISCOSSP
Platform impllementation iss made availaable to the
XWiki Pllatform via a component im
mplementing the ScriptSerrvice API. Thi
his component will expose the reelevant methoods of the RIS
SCOSSPlatforrm API to thee UI component of
o the XWik
ki Platform th
that allows invoking the functionalitiees of the
RISCOSS
S Platform in order to provvide to the end
d user a user interface
i
throuugh which
interact with
w it. The usser interface w
will be also ussed to show th
he status and tthe results
of the annalysis perforrmed, and thee content of the collected
d informationn (i.e., the

RISCOSS
S Knowledge base). The Sttorage component will prov
vide the meanns for storing data persistently
p
in
n a DBMS thatt supports the JDBC API.

Fig. 5. RISCO
OSS platform deeployment view
w.
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Discussion

The platfform is curren
ntly in active evolution. Th
he part already
y implementeed consists
of the set of main com
mponents for the different tool orchestrration and a sset of user
interactioon and risk an
nd business annalysis tools. The risks currrently addresssed in the
platform are those relaated to OSS llicenses violattoin and to so
oftware qualityy. The architecturee is highly mo
odular and alloows for the deefinition of sev
veral possiblee tools that
with the help of the co
oordination off the XWiki CMS
C
platform
m can easily iimplement
other servvices for the analyst.
a
In parrticular, a possible direction
n of evolutionn is that of
increasingg the possibility of the deciision-maker to
o interact with
h the reasoninng engines
via questtionnaires and
d the implemeentation of neew reasoning engines able to exploit
this user knowledge
k
in a more interaactive way.
In the line of facilitaating the use of the platform
m in differentt organizationa
nal settings
from OSS
S communitiees to small annd large companies adopting OSS, severaal deployment schemas have beeen consideredd, from a web
b-based installation where tthe different users that can creaate their own w
workspace an
nd, at the samee time use thee common
knowledgge collected by
b the platform
m from the different users, to an organizzation specific instaallation, that can be also w
web-based, bu
ut that is confi
fined in the prremises of
the organnization. The first solutionn implicitly alllows for anotther point of extension
that is thee creation of a large and evvolving Busineess and Risk models
m
knowlledge base
that can be reused and extended bby other analy
ysts, so promoting the creaation of a
communiity around the building of nnew knowledg
ge about risks.

7

Conclusions

In the papper we presented the RISCO
OSS platform supporting risk assessmentt activities
in OSS adoption.
a
The peculiar aspeect of the platfform is that itt aims at suppporting the
whole deecision making process: froom the gatherring of the daata from heterrogeneous
sources, to the risk in
ndicator identiification, to th
he modelling and assessme
ment of the

impact of the risks to the strategic and business goals of the organisation. We are
currently deploying the platform in several contexts (large company with complex
organizational structure, public administration, SME IT provider, and a community
hosting ca. one hundred OSS projects) to improve its functionalities and knowledge.
Acknowledgement. This work is a result of the RISCOSS project, funded by the EC
7th Framework Programme FP7/2007-2013, agreement number 318249.
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